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E. The Archetypes n 
t. ~ ~t~/} ~ 11IfA.~ 
Jung's sensitivity to the heightened performances of the psyche 

led hi. to the conclusion that certain fantasies and dreams 

could never be explained through repression, 

but only through deeper am. upereona1 (independent of the ego) motives. 

Their strange and fascinating effect, 

along with the complete lack of personal experience that preceded. thea 

could only be explained by the existence ef someth1n! greater in us 

something capable of accounting for these effects. 

They were not repressed, 

for they had never been conscious. 

In 1912, in Transfermatione and Symbols of the Libido, 

Jung showed that the uncenscious foundations of dreams and arahaic fantasies 

were objective sources of creativity, 

largely lndepement of personal aotivations. 

It was in this book that he began to ex~le.re historical parallels 

to contemporary dreaas 

and the presence in these dreams 

of Ilythological motif,s. 

He foum in the history or religion and mythology 
were expressed in 

ageless motifs which ~e~a~-~. symbols common to all humanity. 

He called these symbols primordial images. 

This discovery led hla to assume there wer 1JIlpersona1 auc1ear complexe 

in the unconscious psyche, 

collective archaic patterns which he la~er Came to call archetypes. 

There is in the psyche a creative urge te express iteslf in these images. 
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Jung says that this new outlook liberated hla trom the "narrowness of the 

lIaterialistic cencretism" of the 19th century. He writes. "The whole 

thing came upon me like a landslide that cannot be stopped. The utgency 

that lay behind it becaae clear t. me only latera it'was the exp1esion o.f 

all those psychic contents which could find no room, no breathing-space, 

in the constrietin! atmosphere Of Freudian psychology ani its narrow 

outlOOk. I have no wish tc! denigrate Freud, or to detract from the 

extraom.inary merits of his investigaticms ef' the individual psyche. But 

the conceptual framework into which he fitted the psychic phenomenen see.ad 

to me uneniurably narrow." 

The pr1mo:rd1al images that ocour in certain dreus, Jung says, were no more 

dependent upon iniivld.ual experience or personal choice than is the 

in1terited structure and funotioning o.f the brain or any other organ. 

They result fram an archaic layer of the mind given with humanity. 

The backgr oum of the psyche, Personality No.2, is olearly net only 

personal but also has charaoteristios cem.on to all humans, characteristics 

of an impersonal and objective nature. 

How then were these contents to be understood? Not by deducing their meaning 

from material a.lready .. known, as with personal contents, but by 

disoovering the mythologica,l motifs they express and by questioning 

these motifs so as to d~termine their nuclear signifioance. They 

were to be accepted as SUbstantial and factual •• They revealed something 

that surpasses one's personal horizon. an eruption into conscieusness of 

soaething that had never been there before. They clearly lifted the psyche 

abeve something l1ai ted to mere drives. They showed a depth to eur 

psychic background. 
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The appearance of these primordial iJlages was ,;oal-directed. They anticipated 

the future destiny of the individual. They sketch in advance the 

deeper meaning of one's conflicts and the outline of a solution to 

them. They hold out the possibility at renewal and are expressiens of 

such a pess1bi11ty (cf. Perry), They provide a meaningful bridge 

froa the present t. the future. They are attempts at a new synthesis 

at life. If they can be taken up and ~~ negotiated by the cGnscious ego, 

they can serve the function at self-re«ulat1on as one mOVes into one's 

future. Even if they do not pred1ct an event, they are related to 

what seems to be a pre-existent fixation e:f' a final end. They foster 

adaptation t. the 1nner man, and facilitate a better unierstand1ng CI'f 

one's deepest huaan1ty and of one's community with all other .en and 

women past, present, and future. 

2. Some characteristics fit primerd.1al images. 

a. high degree Of emotiona11 ty, beyond the subject's erdinary reach am. woven 

abeut by the secret of the nUIlinous. An intensity of emetienal ener!y 

is centered 1n these ~es. 

b. They function as a self-acting organism that affords a co-ezd1natift! and 

coherent )leaning t. the whole person. 

c. As complexes, they are an indiv~ual constellat1on ~ that includes feeling 

and idea. But they have an autonOJllY completely detached fro. ego experience 

and volition. 

e •. The/yare related to the psychic situation as a whole, and they show a concen
\..,..; 

trated expression fit the ilrliv1dual's particular situation and his 

psychic contents. They show how the world is reflected in one' s psyche. 

e.. They are found in dreallS and fantas1es. and theY'll show a suprising constanc, 

in their aotivation or intention: wholeness, the unity er opposites. 
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3. 

f. They are frequently projected onto figures ill the patient's life, e.g., 

transference of father archetype to al'lalyst. Their appearance is aeant 

to help one to withdraw these projeotions. 

They are the doainants ..r the superpersonal psyche, th~~.J.;-f:,t.+":f 
regularly recurring events ~1nner experience~ luM(w..~rcU klU.AM). 

The archetypes as structural eleJlents~j M i_at'''o }a'lJle1pJ.e 

'1ti..,. ~t:~ (/oe~. 
Jung seems to have been influenced by Plato and Kant in his elaboration 

or the notion of archetypes. 
That ie, he rejeots a strictly empiricist notion €If these pr1merdlal images, 

acoording to which they are derived solely tram individual experience. 

Personal caplexes are derived froa individual experience, 

but archetypal or impersonal cOllplexes are givvn with huaan existeAce, 

independent ..r any experience on the part of the individual. 

According to empiricism, 

the aind is originally a blank tablet 

that gradually gets covered with perceptions, images, andideas 

or1ginati~ in one's experience of life and of the world. 

All ideas and images are purely a posteriori, 

oo.ing from experience, 
and they are feebler and aore colourless than experience. 

Jung rejects this notion. 

He accepts, in a loose way at least, 

the idea f1f Kant that the lIi:nd adds its own preformed deterainatiol'US 

to all thought, that thought comes not only from eXperience 

but from the interlocking Of experience and the preforaed dispesitions 

at the mind.. 
Just as for Kant, the thinking lIind 18 not a blank tablecl, 

so tor Jung neither is the psyohe. 

It is true that the concrete contents are given by experience, 

but the fora that these contents will take is predeterained by the 

structure or the psyche. The forms are given a periori by the preferaed 

funotional disposition of the aind. 
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For a while, 

Junt; oame to interpret this pregiven functie:aal disposi tie. 

as a result of the inherited struoture of the hUJlan brain. 

It is, he says, "the pr«luct of the brain's fultotien1n« througheut 

the whole ancestral line, a depesit of phylogenetio experiences 

and attempts at adaptation." 

Acoording te this conoeption, 

the new-bern brain is really an 1maensely eld instruaent fitted out 
for quite speoifio purpeses. 

It ioes net only apperceive passively, but actively arranges experiences 

and enforces certain c.nolusiens and judgments, 

acoording te patterns whioh are not accidental or arbitrary 

but which follow striotly preformed oenditions. 

These oonditions are not transaitted by experienoe as contents of apprehension 

but are the preoenditions of' all apprehensien. 

They are a pre-existent ground-plan 

that gives the stuff of experience a specific configuration. 

Even fantasy, 

which is seemin«ly the aoat spontaneous and er1ginal activity of the mind.Jp. 

remains ancbered to these preforaed. patterns, these priaOl.'d1al iaa«es. 

This is shewn by the siallarl ty of metifs in the fairy tales of the 
, 

aest widely separated. races. 

It is shown alse by the fact that the im&«es that underlie certain scientific 

theories show constantly similar feras, ene of which is the aandala. 

When de priacn:dial bages appear? 

Generally they do se when the external object 

loses its dJhiDal'lce over our censeieus life 

aAd the energy thus denied the object accumulates in the subjeot. 

i , e., when energy is intreverted. 

The interaction of the priaord1al iaages and persenal experience 

may be o_pared with the actien of a scissers. 

The upper b1a4e consists of the functional possibilities constitute' by 

the archetypes I the lewer blade of the stuff or personal experience. 

Personal experienoe is shaped. by the arohetypal feras that are the a prieri 

element in all human psychio experienoe. 
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As we have seen, the primerdial images of archetypes possess an archaic character. 

They produce mythelegical parallels, they have a striking accord with 

familiar aytholegical .etits. 

Their presence indicates that the factors influencing the psychic life 

ef the lIollent 

are cell.ctive factors rather than personal factors, 

t.e., that the individual is invelved not in a purely personal draJIIa. 

but in the universal drama ef the hUlllan race. 

These collective facters do not belong to me in ay 1nd1v~uality, 

but te humankiftd in general. 

Whey archetypal 1Jla.«es appear er are responded to by the individual, 

this is a sign that the situation of the imividual 

involves the werking eut ef a rundallental ground-theae 

that is CODon to the human race and. not purely persenal. 

For Jung, this funduental and COlllllen ground-theae 

is the draaa ef beceming ever lIore conscieus. 

Archetypal images are the indicatien 

that the individual is involved not merely in persenal problea-solving 

but 1n the drallla ef eaerging or failing te emerge 

in his or her own unique way 

into ever greater censciousness. 

It is this 1niividual attainaent ef ever greater censciousness 

that is the destiny that the inner teleelegy ef the psyche 

wants fer each ef us. 

It is this that Jung calls individuation. 

Archetypal theaes, then, are the themes most closely related to the process 

of individuatien, the theaes that deal with the fundUlental conflicts 

aM tensions which make us h_an in the first place. 

It 1s for this reason 

that they have such a numineus quality abeut theil' 

eur fate hangs in the balance. 

It is the fundallental ground theae 

of establighing a conscious balance er ecelegy ef inner energies, 

of Jlaking nature conscious, 

that explaine the transcultural nature at the pr1Jaerdial images. 
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In his earlier th~ught ~n the archetypes, 

Ju~ affirms a connection between archetype and brain structure. 

Later h«> will seri~usly questien this, 

as we will see next week. 

But in his earlier thought, 

the archetypes are mellory depoei ts or 1JII.prints in the braiD, 

psychic expressions of the physiological and anatemical disposition 

of the hllllal'l aniDal. 

Furth em ere , 

eur ana tnical structure is not the prfJduct simply ef enviretlllental cOMi

tiens werking en living matter, 

and so the primordial image is net the product ef purely external influences. 

"The given structure of the brain does not owe its peculiar nature merely 

to the influence of surrounding conditions. 

but also and just as much to the peculiar and auton~.ous quality of living 

aatter, i.e., t. a law inherent in life itself •• 

The given censtitution of the organis., therefore, 

is on the ene hand a product or external conditions, 

while en the ether it is determined by the intrinsic nature ef living matter. 

The «rganis. confrents light with a new structure. the eye, 

and the psyche confronts the natural process with a symbel1c image, 

which apprehends it in the salle way as the eye catches the light. 

And just as the eye bears witness to the peculiar and spentaneous creative 

acjivity of living matter, 

so the primordial iJla.ge expresses the unique and unconditioned creative 

power ef the psyche." 

4. The archetype as a formative principle of individual life 

The archetypes are not only repeated patterns of experience in the life 

or humanity, 
but also formative and oreative principles that 1I0ld and reshape the entire 

personal1 ty. 

They manifest themselves as spontaneous reactions te a specific crisis 

in an individualfs life or to a collective threat in the spirit of the times. 

They challenge the ego to self-reflecticm and to translating the language 

of the archetypal image into the language of the present. 

What the image does, if it is integrated by the urneratanding and responsi

bility of the ego, is the following. 
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IT frees psychic energy from its bendage to sheer perceptien 

and links one's perceptiens t. a definite meaning, 

which then «u~es ene's actions along paths which correspend to this meanin!. 

lit leads the mind back t. nature 

ani at the same time chaniels nature into intelligent forms, 
inte responsibility and love. 

Energy becomes responsibility and leve 

by being c~~led by consciousness 

aleng paths that energy itself first opens up. 

Again, the reciprocal interaction ef consciousness aDd the unconscieus. 

This dees net mean, how3ever, 

that consciousness transforms the laage into nothing but an idea. 

It ~ transform it into an idea, because or 1mtelligence, 

but there still clings to the image an ele.ent beyond rational ,feraulation. 

a state of feeling. 

The iJaage has a vitality that no ~ea has. 

It is endowed with creative power, because kf this vitality. 

It is this psych 01 egicm1 understanding of the hage 

as a c~ative center 

frolll which formative effects go ferth 

that epeRed new appreaches to psychotherapy fer Jung. 

The neurotic, by cemin! into contact with primezd1a1 iJlages, 

can be liberated frem purely personal entanglements, 

rescued frem isolation, 

and directed to a superpersonal realll fIf meaning 

as the background of his own life's meaning. 

This relation to a superpessonal realm of meaning 

is in itself therapeutic. , 

5. JuU!' IS later theory ef the arcbetypes. 

There is a notioeable development in Jung's whole view of the world. 

ill the last 25 years of his life. 

This developnent is for the most part a deepening, 

so that his theught was put inte a wholly new perspective. 

He ventures mere and lIlere inte areas very li ttl. known to medical psych elegy , 

in faot into areas still unteuches by practically any ether schoel of 

soientifio psychology. 
The arohetypes were profoundly affeoted by this development. 




